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On October 12, 1978, 
Dallas, Texas telephonically contacted the 

Dallas FBI Office inquiring about a mem randum submitted | in the Dallas Office*during the investigation of President 
Kennedy's assassination, He stated the memorandum had been at « declassified and had been obtained along with a large volume Zo A of other material under the Freedom of Information Act. He a advised the memorandum set forth information that a Mr, 
Charles Bronson, Dallas, Texas had reported he might have 
photographs of the Texas Schoolbook De oSitory building at — the time President Kennedy was shot. MERI nouiree about 
the film and asked if he could view it. e was told that the Dallas Office is not presently in possession of this mate- 
rial, He was referred to the follow-up memorandum which was 
presumed to be in his possession along with the other material, 

, 
On November 14, 1978, MD contacted the Dallas 

Office and stated he had obtained the follow-up memorandum, yy He said he had also contacted Charles Bronson and with Bronson 

    

  

had viewed the eight millimeter movie film taken by Bronson 
at the time of President Kennedy 's assassination, He said 
one roll of the film depicted home type movies of Bronson's 

C | This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 
Po the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 

agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. . 
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family, At the end of this roll vere Some scenes in the vicinity 
of the Schoolbook Depository building, and at one point where 
Bronson had apparently moved the camera in a swinging motion, 
the Schoolbook Depository building could be’seen. He advised 
that by Slowing the film the sixth floor window could be seen 
but the picture was very blurred. A figure could be seen in the 
window and an additional figure which might have been crates 
or boxeS could also be seen, 

tated Bronson was not aware that this portion 
of the film or that this scene was in fact photographs of the 
School book on building until he, | pointed this 

  

   
out to him, said the remaining film in Bronson's possession 
did not show the Schoolbook Depository building. 
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